
JOB OFFER

We are 
looking for  
a candidate  
like you!

GANEX / J O B  O F F E R

About us

Candidate profile 

Your role



What we are looking for

Principal Workplace

For any questions or  
to submit your application,  
please contact us:

What we offer

Start date

ganex.com

Please send us your resume
and cover letter to the attention
of the human ressources service.

cv@ganex.com

http://ganex.com
mailto:@groupeohmega.com

	1: AUTOMATION ENGINEER
	3: You are an experienced and skilled Automation and OT (Operation Technology) Engineer willing to join a dynamic, devoted and motivated team in the fields of controls, industrial computing, new technologies and IT network for the renewable energy sector.
	4: For over two decades, we have demonstrated an insatiable curiosity and desire to continuously improve. We are passionate about what we do, and we are determined to provide innovative and efficient solutions that exceed our clients’ highest expectations. Ganex invests in outstanding people of diverse background and talents and empowers them to achieve more than they could elsewhere. Our work combines advice with action and integrity that is why we are recognized as our clients trusted partner.Ganex has activities all across Canada,has been doing projects in the US for the last 3 years and recently opened a new office in Illinois.
	2: Annual salary between $70 125 and $91 520
	5: You will provide an optimal technical support and solution to our customers by designing, investigating, managing, communicating and resolving automated process problems. To ensure our organisation success, you will use your ability to organize and manage your time effectively. You will demonstrate initiative, self-reliance and strong communication skills. 
	6: • Carry out SCADA and Automation projects at all   stages (evaluation, development, installation,   commissioning, maintenance and optimization);• Oversee projects scope of work to ensure the   solutions are adapted and respect the specifications;• Produce or review drawings and documentation; • Program and configure various data concentrators  and protocol gateways;• Provide internal or external training when required;• Design complete systems, including power, interface  and telecommunications;• Occasionally support the Operation and Maintenance    activities of our clients, especially with Tier 2 and 3   investigation and repair.
	7: Must Have:• Bachelor degree in electrical engineering with an   automation profile or other related field;• 2 years experience in a similar role;• Knowledge of SCADA, HMI and industrial   communication protocols;• Have a PE license or in the process of having it;• Valid driver license;• Fluency in written and spoken English.Nice to Have: • Experience of ability in Project Management;• Good knowledge of IT in general (database,   security, network).
	8: • A permanent full-time position in a dynamic team   and a friendly working atmosphere;• A remuneration between $70 125 and $91 520,   based on your experience;• Paid time off subject to eligibility, such as vacation,   sick and bereavement;• Benefits, subject to elections and eligibility:   Medical, Disability, Life insurance and Defined   Contribution Retirement Plan.
	9: February 2022
	10: 200 East Howard, Suite 252
	11: Des Plaines , IL (suburb of Chicago)


